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Introduction

The South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission in respect of the draft Criminal Law (Forensic Procedures) Amendment Bill. The SAHRC also wants to express its gratitude towards the Portfolio Committee on Justice and Constitutional Development for prioritising this piece of legislation as many see DNA profiling as one of the most significant advances in the field of criminal justice. The SAHRC also see the prioritisation of this Bill as further proof of Government's commitment to seriously address the scourge of crime and violence in our society through a comprehensive review of the criminal justice system.

As a constitutional body mandated to promote, protect and monitor human rights in South Africa, the SAHRC hosted a conference entitled Crime and its Impact on Human Rights in March 2007 in order to contribute to the prevention and eradication of crime in South Africa. Some of the recommendations which emerged from the Conference called inter alia for improved police efficiency and effectiveness, as well as improved coordination of the National Crime Prevention Strategy and crime prevention efforts. The SAHRC remains convinced that the increased probability of being arrested and prosecuted serves as one of the biggest deterrents to potential offenders to abstain from crime. The SAHRC is of the view that this Bill is one
important step towards fulfilling our collective responsibility to deal with the unacceptable levels of crime in South Africa.

Having regard to the aforementioned sentiments, the SAHRC is confident that, throughout the drafting process, the drafters of the Bill as well as this Committee, will have due regard to the reality of the supremacy of the Constitution and the application of the Bill of Rights. Given that reality, the SAHRC further believes that South Africans don't have the luxury of choosing between compliance with human rights norms, on the one hand, and the realisation of an effective criminal justice system, on the other hand. Adherence to human rights norms and the establishment of an effective criminal justice system should not be seen as competing or incompatible objectives, as both objectives have every chance of realisation within the context of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

It is in this spirit that the SAHRC makes this submission - with recognition of the importance of this Bill, in fulfilment of our constitutional mandate and constructively and purposefully with due regard to the human rights of all within the Republic.

General comments on the draft Bill

Genetic information about a person is uniquely private and personal information that ideally should not be collected or disclosed without that person's consent. DNA not only provides information about an individual, but also about that individual's parents, siblings and children, in addition to such an individual's race, genealogical makeup, medical status and psychological makeup. As such, a person's DNA could arguably be considered as his/hers most-prized possession, while simultaneously serving as a comprehensive medical record. Genetic information has a history of being abused by governments to the detriment of individuals, including stigmatization and discrimination in areas such as employment, education, health care and insurance. Given the above, any piece of legislation dealing with the collection and storage of DNA, whether voluntarily or mandatory, must be considered with the greatest circumspection and care in the interests of the individual.

The mandatory taking of fingerprints and DNA samples must be carefully examined against a person's right to privacy, as well as his/hers right to human dignity. Both these rights are expressly provided for in the Bill of Rights contained in The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996:

10. Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected.

14. Everyone has the right to privacy, which includes the right not to have -

(a) their person or home searched;

(b) their property searched;

(c) their possessions seized; or

(d) their privacy or their communications infringed.

The definition of privacy has always created problems for legal scholars. In the matter of National Media Ltd ao v Jooste 1996 (3) SA 262 (A) the Supreme Court of Appeal accepted the following definition of privacy:

Privacy is an individual condition of life characterized by exclusion from the public and publicity. This condition embraces all those personal facts which the person concerned has determined himself to be excluded from the knowledge of outsiders and in respect of which he has the will that they be kept private (translation from Afrikaans).

It must be noted that a person's right to dignity, which are also one of the founding values of our Constitution, is a non-derogable right protected in its entirety. The right to privacy, however, may be limited by laws of general application and is therefore not absolute. In the matter of United States v Kincade, 345 F.3d 1095 (9th Cir. 2002) the Ninth-Circuit ruled that DNA searches were constitutional when the public interest in deterring recidivism overweighed an individual's right to privacy, and when the individual has a reduced expectation of privacy. The SAHRC believes that the quest of all within South Africa to live in peace and harmony, free from crime and fear, does constitute an overwhelming public interest that allows a person's right to privacy to be limited by virtue of the taking of DNA samples. The SAHRC, however, believes that a person should not necessarily have a reduced expectation of privacy just by virtue of being arrested as that would run contrary to the principle of the presumption of innocence. The SAHRC therefore submits that a broad power to take DNA samples as a matter of course is not advisable and should be limited to specified instances. These instances should be specifically framed within the relevant legislation and the SAHRC's submissions in this regard are elaborated upon further below.

Specific comments on the Bill

1. The power of police officials to take DNA samples should be limited to persons arrested for serious offences only. These offences or categories of offences should be specifically listed in the legislation. Collecting a DNA sample from a person arrested for urinating in a public place seems highly inappropriate and a waste of state resources.

2. Collecting DNA samples from every arrested person would cause the system to collapse, thus creating the very opposite for what the system was created. Should the police flood the system it will create huge backlogs which will hinder criminal investigations rather than help them. According to the SAPS Annual Report 1,274,602 people were arrested in crime prevention operations in the 2007/2008 financial year. No other figures are available that states the total number of arrests made during any given year. Since there are no clear figures available it is concerning that there appear little or no means to accurately cost the financial implications of the Bill. If the Bill is not practically implementable, then it remains aspirational and does not take an important step forward in our fight against crime. The FBI in the United States process + 75,000 offender samples per year, whilst the UK National DNA Database, established in 1995, had 4.1 million individuals' DNA on its database at the end of the 2006/2007 financial year. Given these figures from the United States and Great Britain, it seems highly unlikely that South Africa would be able to develop the requisite capacity to process a million + samples per year in the near future (in addition to the processing of thousands of DNA gathered at crime scenes).

The Bill seems to go for the proverbial jugular at the risk of inefficiency. It is imperative for those involved in the legislative process to make sure that the legal innovations that we make are effective, especially in the context of a crime-fatigued populace whose morale is arguably at an all-time low. By only targeting certain arrested persons (see 1. above) the State can divert the savings to beef-up other aspects of the criminal justice system.

3. It is an unreasonable limitation of the right to privacy to include the DNA samples in a DNA database of a person who was never charged, against whom charges were withdrawn, or who was found not-guilty subsequent to a trial. The rules of natural justice dictate that innocent people do not belong in a criminal DNA database. The SAHRC propose that DNA samples should be verifiably eliminated from the database if no charges are filed within a specified amount of time, or if the person was found not-guilty of the offence for which the person was charged. It is the SAHRC's contention that the British Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 which provides for the retention of DNA data even after an acquittal should not be followed, as this piece of legislation was unduly influenced by anti-terrorism sentiments, as well as the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001.

This provision also holds serious consequences for the principle of the presumption of innocence. The principle that there is a presumption of innocence in favor of an accused lies at the foundation of the administration of our criminal law.

4. The Bill may also be in violation of section 35(1)(c) of the Constitution in respect of the mandatory taking of DNA samples. Section 35(1)(c) deals with the rights of arrested, detained and accused persons and provides the following:

Everyone who is arrested for allegedly committing an offence has the right-

...(c) not to be compelled to make any confession or admission that could be used in evidence against that person;

Since the taking of a DNA sample constitutes evidence that may be used against an arrested person, it may be argued that the involuntary giving of such samples constitutes a forced admission. Counter-arguments would suggest that a violation of this right constitute a legitimate limitation. In Shaffer v Saffle, 148 F.3d 1180 (10th Cir. 1998) the Tenth-Circuit concluded that although obtaining DNA samples implicates the Fourth Amendment, such implication is reasonable due to the diminished privacy rights of prison inmates, the minimal intrusion which would be involved in the DNA sampling, and the legitimate interest that the government has in using DNA samples in order to investigate and prosecute crimes. Challenges under the Fifth Amendment were also rejected because the court found that DNA samples were not testimonial in nature and the Fifth Amendment was meant to cover testimonial evidence. Other foreign jurisprudence also seems to suggest that although DNA samples constitute evidence, it does not constitute testimony. Confessions and admissions are considered as testimony.

5. The Bill provides insufficient safeguards that a person's data shall only be used for purposes related to the prevention or detection of crime, the investigation of an offence, or the conduct of a prosecution. Clear guidelines need to be spelled out in the legislation in relation to the maintenance of the DNA database, especially in respect of access to the database, in order to protect personal privacy. The SAHRC believes that greater emphasis should be placed on the protection of the integrity of the National DNA Database of South Africa (NDDSA). Provisions relating to custodianship of the NDDSA should also be spelled out in more detail to ensure greater accountability.

6. The Bill does not provide clear guidelines for how DNA should be collected, stored and used. It would have been preferable if the national instructions to be issued by the National Commissioner would have been in the form of regulations. The SAHRC are also skeptical about the feasibility of the National Commissioner issuing national instructions within a period of three months after the commencement of this legislation. These national instructions are extremely important as it goes to the core of the ethical administration and operation of the NDDSA.

7. DNA databases should not contain any sensitive information, and all actual samples should be destroyed at the finalization of a case and once the information is loaded onto the database.

8. The Bill should provide that intimate samples should only be taken of accused and convicted persons where the person concerned and the police official are of the same sex. As the Bill stands, a female police official may take an intimate sample from a male accused or convicted person.

9. With regard to the issues raised in paragraphs 5, 6, 7 and 8 above, the SAHRC supports the establishment of structures similar to that currently operating in the British model, i.e. the National DNA Operations Group that focus on tactical and operational delivery of DNA services, and the Ethics Group which provide independent ethical advice on the operation and practice of the database. Civilian participation in such bodies would further bolster the confidence of the community in the usefulness and benefits of DNA evidence.

10. The provision in the Bill (section 225(2)) that evidence (including intimate and non-intimate samples) shall not be inadmissible if police officials do not follow the provisions of the Bill is highly objectionable as it give police officials carte blanche in how they should obtain such samples and evidence. What is the purpose of the legislation if it does not provide for rules and procedures which must be complied with? In light of the wide powers that sections 36B, 36C and 37 confer upon police officials, the SAHRC strongly believe that it is not unreasonable to expect compliance. This provision also gives the Bill an unfortunate complexion of being soft on non-compliance and open to malicious interpretation. The SAHRC, however, is in support of the stance that it is too rigid to suggest that noncompliance automatically equals inadmissibility. In this respect it is the SAHRC's submission that regard should be had to section 35(5) of the Bill of Rights which provides adequate guidance as to the admissibility or otherwise of evidence so obtained.

Taking DNA samples still remains the collection of evidence and the Bill therefore creates new rules of evidence. This provision is also contemptuous in respect of a person's right to human dignity. Given the invasion of privacy of the arrested person, the least an arrested should expect is that police officials do so in accordance with the law and not outside the bounds of applicable legislation. Such an invasion should generally be unlawful ab initio. The SAHRC, therefore, submits that section 225(2) be removed in its entirety.

The South African Human Rights Commission trusts that the above comments will be duly considered in the further drafting of the Bill. The SAHRC will continue to monitor the Bill's progress through Parliament.

Please accept assurances of our highest consideration and application of mind.

